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The diffusion processes and kinetic barriers of individual carbon adatoms and clusters on graphene

surfaces are investigated to provide fundamental understanding of the physics governing epitaxial

growth of multilayer graphene. It is found that individual carbon adatoms form bonds with the

underlying graphene whereas the interaction between graphene and carbon clusters, consisting of 6

atoms or more, is very weak being van der Waals in nature. Therefore, small carbon clusters are

quite mobile on the graphene surfaces and the diffusion barrier is negligibly small (�6 meV). This

suggests the feasibility of high-quality graphene epitaxial growth at very low growth temperatures

with small carbon clusters (e.g., hexagons) as carbon source. We propose that the growth mode is

totally different from 3-dimensional bulk materials with the surface mobility of carbon hexagons

being the highest over graphene surfaces that gradually decreases with further increase in cluster

size. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4903485]

Graphene has attracted intensive attention in the past

decade due to its unique electrical, thermal, and mechanical

properties.1–3 Multilayer graphene (MLG) consisting of two

or more layers of graphene is also of interest for various

applications including transparent electrodes for organic

devices,4,5 solar cells,6 field-effect transistors,7 field emission

displays,8 photo-detectors,9 and highly efficient thermal

interface materials.10 The crux of MLG fabrication is the

growth dynamics of graphene homo-epitaxy. This dynamic

process is expected to be fundamentally different between

2-dimensional materials (also known as van der Waals mate-

rials) and their 3-dimensional counterparts for which there

exists an extensive knowledge base. Different techniques

have been used to fabricate MLG including low-temperature

chemical vapor deposition on Ni catalyst,6 microwave

plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition,8,11 and transfer-

ring and stacking large-area CVD-grown graphene mono-

layers.12 To date, no proven approach allows for precise

control of the number of layers presumably due to the lack

of fundamental understanding of the dynamics of epitaxy. In

this work, we report the results of an ab initio study of vari-

ous plausible modes of graphene epitaxy over graphene

surfaces using density-functional theory (DFT).

Our calculations are based on DFT as implemented in

the Fritz Haber Institute ab initio molecular simulations

package (FHI-AIMS).13 This is an all-electron full potential

DFT code that uses numeric atom centered orbitals as its ba-

sis set. We have used the parameters as they are imple-

mented in FHI-AIMS in the default setting “light” which has

radial s, p, and d characters with an overall cutoff radius of

5 Å and a Hartree potential expansion up to l¼ 4. The accu-

racy of the total energy is tested to be within 0.01 eV com-

pared with that obtained using the default setting “tight”

(overall cutoff radius of 6 Å and l¼ 6).13 We use the

Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) approximation of the gener-

alized gradient approximation (GGA) for the exchange-

correlation functional.14 It is a well-known problem that

inter-layer graphitic bonding due to van der Waals (vdW)

forces is not properly described within the standard DFT

framework. This is most dramatic for graphite where the

DFT-GGA results yield a slight repulsion of around

10–20 meV per atom between individual carbon sheets. We

therefore use the Tkatchenko-Scheffler method15 to include

vdW interactions in the DFT calculations. The graphene lat-

tice constant is calculated to be 2.465 Å in good agreement

with previous results.16 To model the diffusion of carbon

atoms or clusters on monolayer graphene, we use a

17.25 Å� 17.08 Å graphene supercell (7-hexagon wide in

the x-direction and 8-hexagon wide in the y-direction) com-

prising of 112 carbon atoms with a vacuum region of 50 Å in

the z-direction. A 4� 4 � 1 k-point grid is used for the calcu-

lations. The convergence of the results has been carefully

tested with respect to the system size, the basis set, and the

density of the (numerical) integration mesh.

First, we investigate the diffusion of individual carbon

adatoms on monolayer graphene. The preferred adsorption

sites are the bridge sites about 1.89 Å above the graphene

plane with an adsorption energy of �2.70 eV. It is shown as

position A in Fig. 1(a). The absorption energy DEa of a car-

bon adatom on monolayer graphene is defined as

DEa ¼ Etotal � Eg � Ec; (1)

where Etotal is the total DFT energy of the carbon adatom-

graphene system, and Eg and Ec are the total DFT energies

of an isolated graphene monolayer and an isolated carbon

atom, respectively. All of the energies mentioned above are

negative in value. In order to diffuse across the graphene sur-

face, a carbon adatom has to cross the transition site shown

as position T in Fig. 1(a). The nudged elastic band method
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(NEB) is used to find the minimum energy path (MEP) and

the transition site.17,18 The diffusion barrier for an adatom to

hop along the path indicated in Fig. 1(a) is about 0.48 eV.

Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) show the side view of site A and T. The

corresponding electron density difference plots are shown in

Figs. 1(d) and 1(e). They are obtained by subtracting the

electron densities of individual carbon atoms (no interaction

among each other) sitting in the same positions as the

adatom-graphene system from that of the adatom-graphene

system. Therefore, they represent a net change of the elec-

tron densities from which the bonding information [white

part in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e)] of the adatom-graphene system

can be extracted. It can be seen from Fig. 1(d) at the adsorp-

tion site A that the carbon adatom forms covalent bonds with

two neighboring atoms in the graphene layer underneath.

This accounts for the strong interaction between the carbon

adatom and the graphene layer, and thus the larger adsorp-

tion energy and diffusion barrier compared to other carbon

clusters of bigger sizes diffusing on graphene. Details will be

discussed in the following text.

We continue to study the diffusion of carbon dimers,

trimers, tetramers, pentamers, and hexagons. For each cluster

size, more than 10 plausible configurations have been tested

to find the most preferred configuration and adsorption site.

Trimers and pentamers behave in a similar fashion as dimers

and tetramers within the accuracy of the calculation and are

excluded here for brevity. Figs. 2(a)–2(c) show these config-

urations of the diffusing species at the adsorption sites and

the bonding information obtained in the same way as dis-

cussed previously. The adsorption energies per carbon atom

of dimers, tetramers and hexagons are �5.47 eV, �6.91 eV,

and �7.27 eV, respectively. The absorption energy DEa can

be defined as

DEa ¼ Etotal � Eg � nEc; (2)

where Etotal is the total energy of the carbon cluster-graphene

system, n is the number of carbon atoms in the cluster, and

Eg and Ec are the total energies of an isolated graphene

monolayer and an isolated carbon adatom, respectively.

Since the adsorption energy per atom decreases as the size of

cluster becomes bigger, it is energetically favorable for the

carbon atoms to stick together and form clusters instead of

standing alone as individual adatoms. As can be seen from

Figs. 2(a)–2(c), dimers and tetramers prefer to sit upright at

the bridge site about 1.88 Å and 1.81 Å above the graphene

layer whereas hexagons prefer to lay flat floating about

3.25 Å above the graphene layer. Dimers and tetramers form

covalent bonds with the neighboring two atoms of the gra-

phene layer in a similar way as an individual carbon adatom.

The diffusion barriers for dimers and tetramers are about

0.25 eV and 0.35 eV, respectively, both smaller than the bar-

rier for an individual carbon adatom. On the other hand,

there are no covalent bonds formed between hexagons and

graphene and only vdW forces are present. The bonding

energy between hexagons and graphene is quite small being

about 80 meV per atom, which results in a very small diffu-

sion barrier of about 6 meV. This means that compared to an

individual carbon adatoms, dimers or tetramers, hexagons

are much more mobile and may move more freely on the

graphene surface. It is instructive to compare these diffusion

barrier values to that of Si adatoms diffusing on Si(100)

surfaces which is about 1 eV.19 This suggests that all carbon

species from monomers to other clusters diffusing on the

graphene surfaces are much faster than Si adatoms on

Si(001) surfaces. Therefore, we expect that during the homo-

epitaxy of graphene, the islands grown will be much larger

and much further separated than in the case of Si on Si(001)

at the same growth temperature.

At least 5 plausible configurations have been tested to

find the most preferred configuration and adsorption sites for

several cluster sizes larger than 6 carbon atoms. When the

number of carbon atoms in the cluster is larger than 6, the

clusters tend to form flat rings floating over graphene sur-

face, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). When the size of the

cluster reaches 13 carbon atoms or more, a flat and compact

graphene-like configuration can be formed above the gra-

phene surface as shown in Figs. 3(c)–3(e). Like hexagons,

no covalent bonds are formed between clusters and graphene

with only vdW forces present. We plot the adsorption ener-

gies per atom for the clusters of different configurations as a

function of number of atoms in Fig. 4. The adsorption ener-

gies per atom for flat ring configurations first drop sharply

with increasing cluster size and reach a minimum at the size

FIG. 1. (a) Adsorption site (A) and

transition site (T) for a carbon adatom

on graphene, (b) side view of adsorp-

tion site, (c) side view of transition

site, and the corresponding electron

density difference plots (d) and (e).
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of about 54 carbon atoms. Then it goes up, presumably

approaching �6.56 eV, which is the adsorption energy per

atom for an infinite carbon atom string. The adsorption

energy per atom for graphene-like configurations slowly

approaches the binding energy per atom for a full graphene

layer, which we have calculated as �9.23 eV per atom (in

AB stacking). Compared to flat ring configurations, the

compact graphene-like configuration is less energetically

favored until the size of cluster increases to about 24 carbon

atoms. However, we speculate that due to the kinetic limita-

tions, clusters of size less than 24 carbon atoms might also

form metastable graphene-like configurations. The kinetic

pathway for the transition from flat ring configuration to

graphene-like configurations is not yet known. When

FIG. 2. The electron density difference

plots showing the most preferred con-

figurations with bonding information

for (a) dimer, (b) tetramer, and (c)

hexagon.

FIG. 3. Stable flat ring configurations

for (a) 10 carbon atoms, and (b) 30 car-

bon atoms; stable compact graphene-

like configurations for (c) 13 carbon

atoms, (d) 16 carbon atoms, and (e) 24

carbon atoms.
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considering surface diffusion of carbon clusters, it is impor-

tant to keep in mind the fundamental difference between

islands/clusters of carbon over graphene surface and those of

3-dimensional crystals such as Si over Si surface. The former

is more mobile than individual carbon adatoms whereas the

latter is stationary for all practical purposes. By far, majority

of the total adsorption energy of DEa comes from the C–C

bonds in the plane of the island/cluster. The strong C–C

bonds within individual island/cluster imply their very low

“2-dimensional vapor pressures.” In other words, the carbon

adatom density in the presence of graphene islands in equi-

librium is expected to be orders of magnitude lower than that

of Si adatoms in the presence of Si 2-dimensional islands at

comparable temperatures. The surface diffusion barriers

shown in Fig. 5 are typically less than 10% of DEa. This is

one of the unique characteristics of van der Waals materials.

The surface diffusion barrier height increases nearly linearly

with increasing cluster size. This is because each carbon

atom in the cluster contributes to the total vdW force, which

is the origin of the energy barrier. Therefore, the carbon

clusters will eventually become immobile again with

increasing size of the clusters. To put things in perspective,

we know from Fig. 5 that the diffusion barrier of graphene

islands/clusters on a graphene surface approaches that of

individual Si adatoms on Si (001) surface only when the

cluster size reaches about 200. This means that on pristine

graphene surfaces, one would expect that epitaxial growth of

a second layer of graphene can be carried out at much lower

substrate temperatures than for 3-dimensional crystals.

Based on the calculation results presented above, we

believe that the growth mode for graphene homoepitaxy is

completely different from the established conventional

growths modes for 3-dimensional bulk materials. For the epi-

taxy of 3-dimensional materials, single adatoms are typically

the fastest moving entities on the surface. They collide and

interact with one another to form clusters. When a critical size

is reached stochastically, a cluster becomes thermodynami-

cally stable and acts as a sink for additional adatoms in the

island nucleation/coalescence mode of growths. Alternatively,

adatoms diffuse along the surface until encountering an exist-

ing step edge where they incorporate in the step-flow growth

mode. However, for epitaxial growths of vdW materials such

as graphene on graphene, the process appears to be that mono-

mers and small clusters are relatively stationary on the surface

because of the covalent bonds they form with the underlying

graphene, whereas clusters of size 6 or more diffuse freely on

the graphene surface and incorporate smaller clusters and ada-

toms along the way. The process continues with these large

clusters experiencing growth in size while losing mobility.

Therefore, we propose that growth of graphene proceeds

rather differently, depending on the size and nature of the spe-

cies that are being deposited. Specifically, we believe that one

can design experiments such that either (i) adatoms are depos-

ited onto the surface, or (ii) small clusters such as hexagons

are the deposited species. The anticipated kinetics of these

two modes of growths is rather different, as will be discussed

in the following. It should be emphasized that the results pre-

sented here assume a pristine graphene surface while in prac-

tice graphene surfaces, especially the CVD grown graphene

surfaces, are likely to suffer from inevitable contamination

leading potentially to significantly impeded surface diffusion.

First, let us assume that the species used for deposition

are single adatoms.20 In that case, the adatoms are rather

immobile, and the density of these adatoms increases essen-

tially linearly with time. The formation of clusters begins

only when the density of these adatoms becomes rather high

and the probability of the collisions of multiple adatoms

becomes significant during the growths. As the sizes of indi-

vidual clusters grow, they become increasingly mobile. They

become levitated when their sizes grow to at least 6 carbon

atoms, and the mobility for surface diffusion reaches its

peak. They will diffuse along the surface and incorporate the

relatively immobile adatoms, while growing in size. With

the increase of their sizes, they also slow down and eventu-

ally become as immobile as the adatoms.

When hexagons are deposited on the graphene surface,21,22

these hexagons are very mobile, and essentially float on the

surface. These hexagons collide and coalesce into larger

graphene-like clusters and then slow down. Due to the large

diffusion length of the hexagons, one could expect large area

FIG. 4. Adsorption energies per atom as a function of number of atoms.

FIG. 5. Diffusion barriers for graphene-like clusters as a function of number

of atoms. Also shown are the diffusion barriers for single carbon atoms,

dimers, and tetramers.
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and high quality graphene homoepitaxy with large grains at

low growth temperatures. But we note that defects of grain

boundaries may occur during coalescence for the following

two reasons: (a) AA stacking and AB stacking are degener-

ate; (b) smaller building blocks such as monomers or dimers

that are needed to fill in voids are absent.

These consequences need to be verified by carefully

planned experimental studies. They also point to methods for

optimizing the growths of precisely controlled bi-layer gra-

phene. We propose to design experiments that use benzene

as a source of diffusing species based on the fact that hexa-

gons are very mobile. Other 2-dimensional van der Waals

materials may follow similar growth mode as graphene

which needs to be further verified.

Small carbon clusters are much more mobile than indi-

vidual carbon adatoms on graphene surfaces. Due to the

large diffusion length of carbon clusters, it is possible to con-

duct graphene epitaxial growth over graphene surfaces at

low growth temperatures. Beyond a certain size of the cluster

(24 atoms), a graphene-like structure is energetically pre-

ferred compared to a flat ring structure. Our results indicate

that the growth mode of graphene homoepitaxy is totally dif-

ferent from the 3-dimensional bulk materials, and growth

proceeds rather differently, depending on the size and nature

of the species that are being deposited.
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